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Abstract

Least Squares estimation in regression models is well known to be optimal

if the random errors are normally distributed	 In the presence of longer�tailed
errors or outliers
 there are better alternatives
 called robust estimators	

Two robustness measures are based on the idea of gross errors � arbitrary
observations added to a given sample	 The gross error sensitivity measures the

maximal e�ect of a single observation
 and the breakdown point characterizes
the fraction of gross errors that leads to arbitrarily large e�ects on the estimate	

M�estimators are a exible class of estimators suitable for obtaining ro�

bust procedures with desired properties	 In the regression context
 they show
only limited and often unsatisfactory robustness	 On the other hand
 desired
robustness properties can only be achieved at the cost of heavy computation	

These concepts are explained on the basis of two examples from environ�

mental sciences and molecular spectroscopy	 In the latter
 robust methods
were essential for �nding a useful solution	

� Introduction

a Regression and Least Squares� Fitting a model to data is the common theme of
a large part of statistical tasks in science and technology
 and certainly a basic topic in

metrology	 The methods most often used are based on the Least Squares �LS� principle	
They play this fundamental role because the principle is simple
 they are relatively easy
and cheap to compute
 and they perform optimally under the assumption of normal dis�
tributions of the random quantities	 However
 if the normality assumption is not valid


there exist alternative methods which beat these techniques � by far in some cases	

b Robust Statistics� The �eld of Robust Statistics studies
 in general
 the e�ects of
deviations from model assumptions and provides methods which still work well if the

assumptions are met only approximately	

c Goal� This paper deals mainly with deviations from the assumed normal distribution of
the random errors in multiple linear regression and introduces some basic concepts in ro�

bustness	 A related
 nice introduction has already been given by Vecchia and Splett ������
in the same context	 While there is some necessary overlap
 a more extended overview is
given here
 and two further applications illustrate the success of robust procedures	 An
outlook on other topics in robustness concludes the paper	
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� Multiple Linear Regression

a Notation� The general model for �multiple� linear regression will be denoted as

Yi �
X

j
x
�j�
i �j � Ei � xTi � � Ei � ��	a�

Here
 Yi is the value of the target variable for the ith observation
 and xi � �x
���
i � ���� x

�m�
i �T

is the �column� vector of respective values for the explanatory variables �or design variables
or carriers�	 Usually
 one explanatory variable x�j� will be identically �
 such that the
corresponding coe�cient �j acts as the �intercept�	 Ei is the random error	 The usual

model assumes that the Ei are independently
 identically and normally distributed
 Ei �
Gr � N��� ���	 The parameters are thus the coe�cients �j 
 collected into the vector �

and the scale � of the errors	

b Tunnel measurements of air pollution� Road tra�c is an important source of
air pollution	 In order to quantify its contributions
 it is necessary to obtain �emission
factors�
 that is
 to estimate the average quantity of a given pollutant like NOx which a
vehicle emits per kilometer	 In a one�way tunnel
 the total pollution caused by tra�c in

�� minutes
 say
 can be measured together with the number of vehicles
 and an average
emission factor Yi can be calculated	 If the vehicles are classi�ed into di�erent categories

an emission factor for each category can be obtained� Figure �	c shows average emission
factor values together with the proportion xi of heavy duty vehicles for a study in a tunnel

near Zurich �see Staehelin
 Schl�apfer
 B�urgin
 Steinemann
 Schneider
 Brunner
 B�aumle

Meier
 Zahner
 Keiser
 Keller and Stahel
 ���� for details�	 Since heavy duty vehicles emit
more NOx than passenger cars
 Yi increases with xi	 In fact
 since the total pollution is

the sum of the contributions from light and heavy duty vehicles
 it is straightforward to
postulate the simple regression model

Yi � ���� xi� � �xi � Ei � � � �xi � Ei �

where � is the emission factor for light duty vehicles and � � � � �
 for heavy ones	

c A Least Squares �t is shown in Figure �	c	 Clearly
 the distribution of the errors is skewed

and depends on the explanatory variable x	 One wonders if a di�erent straight line might
give more adequate results for the two important parameters � and �	

d An example from Molecular Spectroscopy� Insight into the physical structure of

atoms and molecules can be obtained by assessing the pattern of energy levels associated
with their quantum mechanical states	 Experiments associated with this topic form the
scope of atomic and molecular spectroscopy	 The energy levels are obtained by measur�
ing the energies connected to the transitions of a molecule between di�erent quantum

mechanical states	 The corresponding model is extremely simple and reads

Y�u � ��� � ��u � E�u� ��	d�

where Y�u is the energy released when the molecule falls from the upper state u to the
lower state �� and E�u is the random measurement error	 The quantities �� and ��u are the

unknown energy levels of the two states	 Since only di�erences are measured
 the levels

can be determined only up to an additive constant	 The energy level of the lowest �� is
therefore set to zero	
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Figure �	c� LS regression of the average emission factor against the proportion of Heavy
Duty Vehicles	

e The data set which will be analyzed here consists of ��� measured transitions involving
��� quantum mechanical states of the tritium molecule T�
 which can be separated into ��

lower and ��� upper states	 �See Stahel
 Ruckstuhl
 Senn and Dressler ������ for a more
complete description	�

f The model can be rewritten in the form of a multiple regression model
 Yi �
P

j x
�j�
i �j �Ei

using

x
�j�
i �

���
��

� if j is the upper state for the ith observation

�� if j is the lower state for the ith observation

� otherwise	

Each xi thus contains a �
 a ��
 and ��� zeros �except for those transitions involving the

lowest state�	 Such a situation is called a sparse design	

g The measurement errors Ei are extremely small	 Since molecules cannot be forced to

switch between selected states
 highly sophisticated methods are used to determine a pair
�ui� �i� for each measurement Yi
 and this process may partly fail	 Mistakes lead to outliers
of arbitrary size with respect to the given model	 We shall show that the LS method leads

to useless results
 while a robust alternative yields adequate estimates of the parameters
and allows for a generally reliable identi�cation of the falsely identi�ed pairs of states	

h Are random errors normal� Even though the mechanism leading to gross errors

is very special in this example
 practitioners know that outliers do occur	 Usual practice
suggests to search for outliers informally or by formal tests
 �nd the reason for the blunders


correct or remove the observations in question
 and use LS on the rest	

Metrology is often concerned with high�quality data
 and outliers rarely cause a real prob�

lem	 On the other hand
 random measurement errors are usually not normally distributed

but they show longer tails	 This statement is di�cult to verify
 since some of the common
goodness�of��t tests have resticted power and samples are too small	 In large samples

of high�quality data
 long tails become evident �see Hampel
 Ronchetti
 Rousseeuw and
Stahel
 ����
 p	 ���	
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i Least Squares� It is generally known that

� the Gauss�Markov theorem proves that the LS estimators have minimal variance also
for non�normal errors �as long as the variance of the Ei exists� within the class of linear
estimators �linear in the observations Yi�	 � Robust alternatives are non�linear �as is

outlier rejection followed by LS�	 They typically show much smaller standard errors �are
statistically more e�cient� for long�tailed error distributions	 For strictly normal random
errors
 they are necessarily less precise than LS
 but this loss can be kept small	 In terms
of an insurance
 a small premium �e�ciency loss for normal errors� is su�cient for a large

protection �against e�ciency loss for longer�tailed distributions�	

� t� and F�tests based on LS are adequate as long as the errors are approximately normal
or there are many more observations than parameters in a reasonably balanced design	

� While this is true for their validity �error of the �rst kind�
 alternatives usually have
better power �smaller probability of errors of the second kind� and thus lead to shorter
con�dence intervals for long�tailed error distributions	

There is a large variety of alternative
 robust methods �see Hampel et al	
 ����
 Sec	 �	�b

and Stahel and Weisberg
 �����	 Here
 we want to present only two basic classes	

� M� and GM�estimators

a De�nition� A �rst class of alternative estimators is obtained by slightly changing the

criterion minimized by Least Squares� An M�estimator for model ��	a� is the value �

which minimizes X
i
	�ri
b�� � ��	a�

where b� is a suitable estimator of the spread of the random errors
 and 	 is a suitable

scalar function	 In practice
 b� usually needs to be obtained from the residuals
 which in
turn depend on �	 If 	�r� � r�
 the LS estimator results	

b What functions 	 are suitable� If we knew that the errors followed a known long�tailed

distribution with density f 
 we would be led to using the corresponding maximum likeli�
hood estimator
 since it is asymptotically most e�cient	 In fact
 this is an M�estimator
with 	�function 	�r� � � log f�r�	 If f is the normal density
 the LS estimate is obtained	
Figure �	b shows a few useful 	�functions and their derivatives � � 	�	
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Figure �	b� Five useful 	�functions �left panel� and their derivative � �right panel�
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c In order to solve the problem of minimizing ��	a�
 the derivatives are set equal to zero


which leads to the so�called normal equations

X
i
���Yi � xTi ��
b�� x

�j�
i � � ��	c�

for all j
 with � � 	�	 This helps to devise both theoretical results and algorithms	 As we
shall see shortly
 the function � plays a more prominent role than 		

d A more general class allows the ��function to depend on x� A GM�estimator is de�ned as
the solution of X

i
��xi� �Yi � xTi ��
b�� x

�j�
i � � � ��	d�

where � is usually of the form ��x� r� � ��kAxk� r� for a suitable matrix A which depends
on the design x�� ���� xn	

e Their Use� In applications
 the di�erences between LS and robust �point� estimates
are often rather small	 This relates to the general fact that even considerable e�ciency
losses are di�cult to grasp on the basis of single cases	

In practice therefore
 robust estimates are often used only as a diagnostic tool � Both the LS

and a robust estimate is obtained	 If they show reasonable agreement
 the LS results are
reported
 because they are not questioned by referees and readers	 If larger discrepancies
appear
 they can often be traced down to a few extreme observations	 These outliers may

then be rejected
 and the LS results for the remaining observations are reported	 Clearly

tests and con�dence intervals based on such a streamlined sample are
 in principle
 invalid	
The strategy is a version of formal or informal outlier rejection procedures	 Rejection rules
are usually based on a LS �t for the whole data set	 It can be shown that rejection of

outliers based on a robust �t instead is more reliable	

f Results� For the tunnel example
 the results of a robust �t are compared to the LS
results in Figure �	f	 In this study
 a reason could be found for the many observations with

unexpectedly high Y values� When there was little tra�c
 the air ow was not strong and
steady enough for the calculation of meaningful average emission factors Yi for �� minutes	
The LS estimate �and the robust one
 not shown� for the observations with su�cient air
velocity agrees reasonably with the robust estimate based on all the data
 but is rather

di�erent from the corresponding LS estimate	

Of course
 in such a case
 where reasons for outliers are available and the model can easily
be visualized
 any reasonable analysis will �nd a reasonable result	 Robust estimators are
needed more urgently in more complex situations	

g In the Molecular Spectroscopy example
 we applied both LS and the M�estimator based
on the logistic ��function
 using the MAD of the residuals as a scale estimate	 The LS
residuals show a clearly long�tailed distribution with some �� extreme outliers �Figure

�	g�	 Their median absolute value �MAD� is ��
 but the measurement error is known to
have a standard deviation of about �	�� units �wave numbers
 cm���� As a consequence
of the sparse design
 there are �� exactly zero residuals	 All the other residuals are larger
than �	�� For the robust �t
 only about ��� of the residuals are larger than this value
 the

MAD being �	��� �corresponding to a standard deviation of �	���	 They can be regarded
as cases of wrong identi�cation of lower or upper quantum mechanical states	 Furthermore

the estimated energy levels should show a certain structure with respect to their quantum

numbers according to physical theory	 The pattern of the robust estimates �ts well in
contrast to the LS estimates	 See Stahel et al	 ������ for details	
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LS estimates     1911   11494
Robust estim.    1445   13133
LS (v.air>5.2)   1220   14591

   alpha  gamma

Figure �	f� Three regression lines for the tunnel data� LS
 robust
 and LS applied to the
data with enough air ow	 The latter are marked with crosses
 the rest
 with diamonds
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Figure �	g� Distribution of residuals from LS �A
B� and a robust �t �C
D�	 The histograms

show the residual in � di�erent ranges �A
C and B
D�	 The numbers of residuals falling
outside the ranges are noted next to the histograms	

� Robustness Measures

a In order to compare the robust performance of estimators
 it is useful to introduce cri�
teria which describe their reaction to the violation of model assumptions	 A procedure
is �locally� robust if small deviations from the assumptions lead to small changes in the

results� It is globally robust or resistant
 if the results remain reasonable even for rather

large deviations from the assumptions	
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b For studying the local behavior
 we calculate the change in the estimate caused by an

observation at �x� y� added to the sample �x�� y��� ���� �xn� yn� and obtain the Sensitivity
Curve �or function�

SC�x� y �x�� y��� ���� �xn� yn�� � n
� b���x�� y��� ���� �xn� yn�� �x� y��� b���x�� y��� ���� �xn� yn��

�
�

Figure �	b shows the e�ect of adding an observation with x � ���� as a function of a

variable emission factor y for the M�estimators of the slope corresponding to the 	� and
��functions in Figure �	b	 They have a similar shape as the ��functions	
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Figure �	b� Sensitivity Curves� Estimated slope as a function of the y coordinate of an

additional observation at x � ���� in the tunnel example

Since the SC is vector valued like b�
 a suitable norm k�k is used to quantify the e�ect
 and

the maximum norm

max kSC��� � �x�� y��� ���� �xn� yn��k

is a useful measure of robustness	

For theoretical considerations
 a measure that depends on the assumed model rather than

a sample is more practical	 The Inuence Function corresponds in this sense to the Sen�
sitivity Curve	 The maximum of its norm is the Gross Error Sensitivity	 It measures
the worst e�ect that a �small contamination� �an additional observation� can have on the

estimate
 and is therefore a useful measure of local robustness	

c For M� �or GM�� estimators
 the Inuence Function is exactly proportional to the �� �or
��� function and to a suitable linear transformation of x


IF �Mx ��y � xT�� � �Mx ��x� y � xT�� �

for a suitable matrix M 	 If both of them are bounded
 the Gross Error Sensitivity of

M�estimators is �nite � in contrast to LS	 For appropriate choices of �
 GM�estimators
have a bounded Inuence Function for any design	 They are called Bounded�In�uence

Estimators
 see Hampel et al	 �����
 Chap	 ��	

!



d Global Robustness� In order to study a �global� aspect of robustness
 we now play

the game of altering a �xed number m of observations rather than adding a single one� Let
�x��� y

�

��� ���� �x�n� y
�

n� be a sample for which n�m observations are identical to observations
in the given sample �x�� y��� ���� �xn� yn�
 while the other m observations are arbitrary	 In
the tunnel example
 we may ask� What happens if we change the last m � �� �� �� ���

observations to be equal to the outlier �x � ���� y � ��� ���� in the upper right hand
corner of Figure �	c� Figure �	d shows the LS and robust estimates of the two quantities
of interest
 � and � � � � �
 as a function of the number m of faked data	

proportion m/n of faked data
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Figure �	d� Estimates b� and b� � b� � b� as a function of the number m of observations
�pHDV��	�
y���
���� added

e Now examine the worst e�ect of such alterations on the estimator� If any component of b�
can be made arbitrarily large by �wicked� choice of the faked observations
 we say that the

estimator breaks down	 The largest proportion �m� ��
n for which this does not occur is

the �nite�sample breakdown point	 Usually
 it is essentially independent of the sample size
and of the data values of the �good� observations �x�� y��� ���� �xn� yn� �unless they show a
special con�guration�	 As with local robustness
 there is an �asymptotic� version of the

concept	

f In our Molecular Spectroscopy example
 it seems clear at �rst glance that the robust pro�
cedure has worked
 and the estimator has not broken down	 Formally
 however
 this is not

true
 since some components of the parameter vector appear wrong in the light of their
clear mismatch with the physical theory mentioned above	 The reason is easily under�
stood� Some of the energy levels �u of upper quantum mechanical states are connected
only to very few observed transition energies Y�u	 If half of these are modi�ed appropri�

ately
 the estimate is misled to assume an arbitrary wrong value	 This phenomenon
 which
is a consequence of the sparse design
 is called partial breakdown
 see Hampel ����!� and
Ruckstuhl ������	

g The Breakdown of GM�Estimators was found to be bounded by �
p �in case of
random explanatory variables xi�
 where p is the number of parameters �j	 That is
 for
! explanatory variables
 any M�estimator breaks down if we are allowed to manipulate
��!���� freely	 Now
 this seems to be a rather high fraction of gross errors that can be

tolerated	 Note
 however
 that an observation �xi� yi� becomes useless in principle if only
one of its components is grossly wrong	 It only takes a fraction of �� of false values to
make the probability of at least � false in � values equal to ��! � and �� is a rather low

�



fraction of gross errors in practice� It has been argued that the concept of breakdown is

unrealistic and pessimistic since �nature� is usually not so wicked as to select the worst
spot for gross errors	 Nevertheless
 the situation is not satisfactory	

h The bound �
p applies to GM�estimators de�ned as the solution of the normal equations	

If there is more than one solution
 they usually correspond to local minima of the corre�
sponding criterion ��	a�	 Then
 the result says that at least one of the solutions breaks
down for contamination fractions � �
p	 There may still be an adequate solution
 and the
next section describes how to �nd it	

� S� and MM�estimators

a S�estimators� A second class of estimators
 besides the M�estimators
 has been found

to show good breakdown properties	 The idea of Least Squares is to minimize the variance
of the residuals	 Since the variance is a non�robust measure of the spread
 it is natural to
replace it by a robust measure b��r�� ���� rn�	 Thus
 an S�estimator of regression is given by

b� � arg min� b��y� � xT� �� ���� yn � xTn��

The most well�known instance is the Least Median of Squares method of Hampel and

Rousseeuw �Rousseeuw
 �����
 which minimizes median�r�i �	

b The function to be minimized is not convex for robust members of this class	 Therefore

calculation of the minimizing � is extremely di�cult for more than �� or ��dimensional
arguments �	 A stochastic algorithm is used which �nds the solution with some desired

probability �Rousseeuw and Leroy
 ���!�	 If this number should be high for a high�
dimensional problem
 the computer time needed is exorbitant	 In practice
 a compromise
is needed
 and the high protection from breakdown often remains a hope	

A second handicap of these estimators is their statistical ine�ciency� Estimators with a
high breakdown point are much more variable than good M�estimators	

c MM�estimators� Both high breakdown point and high e�ciency can be obtained by
combining S� and M�estimation
 leading to MM�estimators	 These proceed in two steps�

Step �� Calculate an S�estimate b�� �by the probabilistic algorithm mentioned above

followed by a local minimization�	
Step 	� Find the local minimum of the criterion �	a of an M�estimator which is �nearest�

to b�� by performing an iterative algorithm for solving the normal equations �	c
 starting

from b��	
A detailed proposal is given by Yohai
 Zamar and Stahel ������ based on Yohai ����!�	

� Tests and Con�dence Regions

a Asymptotic Inference� Point estimates are of limited practical use unless they are
accompanied by testing procedures and con�dence intervals	 To this end
 the distrib�
utions of the estimates need to be known	 For M�estimators
 asymptotic results are
well�known and quite simple to understand� They are asymptotically normal with co�

variance matrix ��C
 where C � �
P

i xix
T
i �
n and � is the spread �standard devi�

ation� of the error distribution Gr as for LS
 but there appears a �correction factor�
 �

R
��r
���dGr�r���

R
���r
��dGr�r��

�	

�



b The covariance matrix of the estimates can thus be estimated by Vb � �b��
n�bCb
 where

b �
avei���eri���
�avei���eri��� � Cb �

aveixix
T
i wi

aveiwi

� ��	b�

eri are suitably standardized residuals
 like eri � �yi� xi b��
b�
 and wi � � or
 alternatively

wi � ��eri�
eri as proposed by Yohai et al	 ������	 It is clear that for all of these factors of
Vb alternative
 asymptotically equivalent estimators can be proposed	

c For �nite samples
 the asymptotic approximation may be insu�cient
 and the alternatives

may behave rather di�erently	 In his fundamental paper
 Huber ���!�� introduced a
further ��nite sample correction� factor	 Very little is known about the merits of such
alternatives
 including bootstrap procedures	

d Is Inference for LS exact� The need for asymptotic approximations appears to be
a serious drawback of robust estimators	 The distribution of LS is well�known to be exact
for �nite samples � if the distribution of the errors is normal and the variances equal
�or correctly speci�ed�	 If this myth is left behind
 there is no reason to believe that we

are better o�	 Rather
 there are arguments which suggest that the normal distribution

approximates better for robust estimates than for LS � �Assume a stable law with shape
parameter � � � for Ei	 Then
 the LS estimate has a stable distribution
 too
 and its

convergence rate is slower than
p
n
 whereas robust estimates converge at the usual speed

to a normal distribution	�

	 Outlook on other Robustness Problems

In this paper
 we have explained and illustrated some concepts and methods of robust
statistics for the model of multiple linear regression	 Similar ideas can be and are applied

in other areas�

a Heteroskedasticity� The assumption of equal variance for all the random errors �or a
known pattern of variances� can also be violated
 and procedures which are robust in this

sense have been studied	 To some extent
 the robust estimators discussed above solve this

problem
 too
 since an Ei with a large var�Ei� will
 with high probability
 appear as an
outlier
 and its inuence will be reduced	

b Non�Linearity� If the assumed linear model xT� for the conditional expectation

E�Y jx� is wrong
 the problem is of a quite di�erent nature	 It is then unclear what
the �ideal� result would be
 that is
 to which parameter values an estimator should con�
verge	 The use of robust estimators can lead to worse results in such a context� Consider

the situation of a single explanatory variable for which the true model should include a
quadratic term
 but the postulated model is linear	 As long as we are interested in an ap�
proximate description or in interpolation
 all estimators may have their range where they
lead to most adequate results	 As soon as extrapolations are needed
 robust estimators

may be worse than LS� They allow for some points with a bad �t
 and these will often
be the observations with extreme x"s in such a situation	 The �t beyond these extreme
points may even be worse	

��



c Dependence Structure� For tests and con�dence intervals to possess the assumed

error or coverage probabilities
 independence of the random errors is essential �or
 more
generally
 the assumed correlation structure must be correct�	 Deviations from this as�
sumption are rather di�cult to study in any generality
 because there are too many types	
Some work has been done for the case of a sequential structure in time	 If auto�correlations

of the random errors are plausible
 there is a classical way of dealing with them� First
 ob�
tain a preliminary �t using the independence assumption	 Then
 derive an AR or ARMA
time series model for the residuals	 Finally
 use the general least squares theory �or a ver�

sion of it which applies to �distribution�robust� estimation� to obtain improved estimates
and�or correct tests and con�dence intervals	

d The most dangerous deviations from independence
 however
 is a long�range dependence

which cannot be adequately described by the ARMA models	 Such correlations can have

disastrous e�ects for longer series	 What"s more
 they have been shown to occur frequently
in real data sets �Hampel et al	
 ����
 Chap	 �	�� � even in series of chemical and physical
measurements where there is no plausible reason for dependence	 Again
 the only solu�

tion seems to consist of modeling the correlation structure and using the corresponding
inference procedures	 K�unsch
 Beran and Hampel ������ study these questions and �nd

reassuringly
 that if contrasts between groups or slope parameters in regression models are
estimated and the design variables are in some sense orthogonal to time
 the levels of tests

are correct	

e Other models� M�estimation has been extended to non�linear and to generalized linear

models	 Random e�ects and mixed models have only recently been treated	 The estimation

of a �scatter matrix� �covariance matrix� forms the basis for multivariate statistics and has
received considerable attention in the robustness literature	 The approach of Hampel et
al	 ������ can be applied to any parametric model for independent observations	 For time
series
 the concepts and methods need some extension
 see Hampel et al	 �����
 Chap	 �	��	

f A taxonomy of these and other research directions is given in Stahel ������	


 Software

a Robust methods are not yet widely available in software packages apart from robust mea�
sures of location and scale for a univariate sample	

b The system which provides the largest coverage is the package S and its extension S�Plus
�Becker
 Chambers and Wilks
 ����
 Chambers and Hastie
 ����
 Venables and Ripley

����
 Statistical Sciences
 ����
�����	 It implements a powerful language with many useful

statistical
 graphical and mathematical functions and allows for manipulating data and
combining it with results of analyses in very exible ways	 Routines written in C or Fortran
can be incorporated	 It has become a language of communication among statisticians
 and
a large collection of contributed procedures
 called statlib
 is available on the internet	

The standard S�S�Plus package presently includes several robust estimation procedures for
M�estimation �rreg�
 L��regression �l��t�
 the two S�estimators Least Median of Squares
�lms�t� and Least Trimmed Squares �lts�t�
 and �nally a kind of robust M�estimation
method �robust� for ordinary and generalized linear models �which
 however
 is not really

robust since the scale is estimated non�robustly�	 Tests are provided only for the last
procedure	 They are poorly documented	

In the �statlib� collection
 there is a function for robust M�estimators �rlm� which also

provides tests in the library MASS by Venables and Ripley ������ and a function �mmreg�
for the MM�estimator proposed by Yohai et al	 ������ �cf	 �	c�	

��



c A large collection of routines implementing many robust methods has been developed by

Marazzi ������ and is called ROBETH	 There is an interface which allows to use all these
routines under the S system	 Its use requires some expertise
 however	

d Standard packages do not provide robust regression methods	 SAS documents how the

procedure NLIN can be used to provide M�estimates
 but the standard errors and tests
given in the output are inadequate	

� Concluding Remarks

a It has been demonstrated that Least Squares methods are rather unsafe
 since they give
non�optimal and sometimes misleading results in situations which often do occur in prac�

tice	 If diagnostics are used to verify the assumptions
 it is often �but not always� possible
to detect serious violations
 but remedies in the form of recipes have unknown statistical
properties	 Therefore
 it is clearly safer to use robust estimators from the start	

Such a statement is often misunderstood	 It may seem that the use of robust methods
avoids the need for deriving an adequate model	 Of course
 this would be a fundamentally
wrong attitude� There is no hope to obtain good estimates and correct inference for
inadequate models� In contrast�

� Suitable robust �tting methods show deviations from the assumptions more clearly
than LS
 and therefore chances that a suitable model is found increase	 �I must
admit that this statement is subject to an ongoing discussion	�

� No model ever is exactly �correct� � except for simulation studies and similar arti��

cial situations	 The model should be a good approximation
 and if this is assumed

robust methods are better than �optimal� classical methods	

b Why
 then
 are robust methods not more popular�

� Deviations
 even if only the distribution is considered
 come in several avors �few

or many outliers
 in the Ei only or in xi
 too�
 which lead to di�erent corresponding
procedures	

� There have been many approaches to these problems	 Finding new rami�cations
is more rewarding in an academic environment than �consolidating� a speci�c ap�
proach	

� Most research has been devoted to estimation	 Users want tests and con�dence

intervals which go along with them	 Asymptotic results have been available for ��

years now	 But
 in contrast to other �elds like generalized linear models
 robustness
experts have hesitated to advocate corresponding inference procedures	

� Software package writers need one or two �general purpose� estimation and inference
procedures
 which should be generally accepted by the �robustness community� and

can be presented in a form which is understandable for common users	 They need a
partner with enough knowledge and energy who can turn a statistical method into
a �consumer product�	 S�S�Plus has made a start here	

� Convincing examples should make the need for such methods clear to the potential
users	 Rousseeuw ������ has collected a number of engineering applications	 We

hope that this paper also contributes to this end	

��
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